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Let me tell you a story. When I finally
discovered the power of social media sales
funnels I wanted to find out more.

I knew that I need to turn cold traffic into
hot traffic but I didn't know how to create an
advanced funnel in a way that would do it
effectively.

I felt lost. However, I still created it and
prayed that it's going to work. 

The problem was that the funnel ended up
as a total disaster. I averaged 0 sales and I
didn't know what to do.

However, I always had one Tony Robbins
quote silently sounding in my head. And
when I needed it the most...it has repeated
itself again...



"If you want to be successful, find someone
who has achieved the results you want and
model what they do and you'll achieve the

same results."
-Tony Robbins

 
So, I did!

I went to some of the biggest names in my
industry like Dan Lok, checked what funnel
he has used to sell high-ticket
products....and I tried to model it.

I used his opt-in page as an example for my
opt-in, used his video sales letter as an
example for my video sales letter...and on
and on.



In short, I took the entire funnel and turned it
into something my own.

Then I shared the link to the first page in my
bio and voila! It failed. It failed.



I didn't understand why. 

So, I took a look at it again and I saw that
there were more copied parts than healthy.

No wonder it didn't covert because the
message didn't even clearly talk about what I
sold. So, I buried the copy on each of the
pages and I started to create a new one.

It took me around three weeks and 20 sheets
of paper to do that...but once I did, and
replaced the words I used in the funnels, it
worked perfectly.

I could just lay in the bed and hear chi-chin
sounds all around me. I made so many sales
that it was crazy!



And with my other sales funnels I did the
same thing...and it worked again and again.

For example, when I was trying to sell my
more expensive Elite Instagram Content
Creation Cheatsheet - which you should
read if you haven’t done so yet…

…I was creating a webinar social media sales
funnel to effectively present and sell the
book.

However, all of the webinar funnels that I
have created before have failed.

No matter how much I tried they just
sucked, so I finally decided to try to totally
transform them in some way.



And as I was searching for some help I found
that Tony Robbins was literally creating a
webinar funnel for his product and he used it
to sell beyond limits!

So, I modeled it.

I took his registration page, copied the layout,
changed the copy…

…modeled the webinar that he has created
and used webinar closing techniques that I
learned over time…

…and I also modeled the sales page which he
has used to sell the product.

Next, of course, I sat on a warm fall day
outside with the laptop on my legs double-
checking everything and deciding that it was
time to try it out.



And I didn’t get a lot of customers. Why?
Well…I got next to no traffic!

So, I ran some paid ads and tried it again.
AND IT WAS WORKING!

I sold a ton of the $55 books and repeated
the process again with other
products...getting the same results.

In short, if you want to create a social media
sales funnel for something but don't know
how to do it, all you have to do is to model a
funnel of somebody who is already
successfully selling something...

....and use it to do get the same results as
well.

But now, you might think that this won't
work for you as you're not in the B2B
industry right?



The reality is, all you have to do is to replace
the product you would normally sell with
the affiliate product and you’ll get the same
results. Nothing changes.

And if you get the Instagram Marketing
Domination Vault, I'm even going to give you
a specifically created funnel to max out your
conversions.

Or you might not be selling digital products.

Well, don't worry this is working as much for
physical products as for everything else.

It is the same process and you’ll get the
same results. The only difference is that
you’ll have to actually ship the product.

Or, you might wonder if funnels are going to
work for local businesses…



And the answer is YES! I’ve seen barbers use
them, family businesses selling soaps use
them…

...social media sales funnels are going to
work for you no matter what your industry is,
what you sell, or what your location is.

Also, you might be thinking if sales funnels
are going to work for high-ticket products.

YES, they will. The difference is just in the
structure and you can easily model that from
another person who is already successfully
selling something high-ticket themselves.

Or you might be just beginning on Instagram
and you have established no trust between
you and your followers so you might be
wondering if you’re going to make any sales
even if you build a great funnel right?



YES! You’ll be able to make more sales than
you can handle. When you create a great
sales funnel, you’ll build an instant bond
between you and your followers or even
TOTAL STRANGERS!

You will just have to warm them up with
some sort of a lead magnet or a bridge page
designed to build trust.

And that can take as little as 20 minutes to
do! 

So, now I've just shown you how to ethically
steal over $10,000,000 worth of social media
sales funnels. How cool is that?



DISCOVER THE INSTAGRAMDISCOVER THE INSTAGRAM
MARKETING DOMINATION SYSTEMMARKETING DOMINATION SYSTEM

If you want to absolutely DOMINATE your industry on Instagram
and get an overflow of followers, leads, and customers, then this
system is the ONLY way to get it.

Why? Because all of the "gurus" and successful leaders are trying
to keep it secret for you.

That's why the ONLY accessible way to get it is through the
Instagram Marketing Domination Vault.

Click here to find out more about it right away.

You'll be absolutely blown away when you'll see it.

https://filipkonecny.com/vault

